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AJ Nolte

Alexander Sinn

Finance Hell

Word Travels

An oratorical dynamo’s odd investment—cat documentaries.
Inappropriate retirement. Simultaneously
leave the money compounding—rolled up
like the complementary bread and eaten like a burrito.

The Word

Intelligent folks forgetting, ignoring, extremely
troublesome sweater; albeit a smaller size.
Scrawled. Essentially giving fourteen
away free. Cornered
most of the night by a Chinese lawyer—a million dollars plus
quintessential babe warning!
Scraping dog excrement—technical stuff.
Butter knife helplessly made outside. Watching
is preferable. Incoherent
references to snack cakes. Treacherous
gnawing at the delicious grasshoppers’ limited partnerships.
Wrestling llamas and throwing ham radios. The illiquidity of
amazing sex; no-load.
Completely soused and bumping into you—intended for
the security of your Golden Years:
Canadian money, laboratory work.
Wallet stolen at space camp or other logistical hassles.
A tiger circles the outhouse—don’t let your imagination
run wild and unnecessarily scare you.
Your virginity on the hood of a Pontiac. Have
you ever given false information
riding a bicycle, wearing goggles? Repeatedly
bitten. The short answer is no.
Soon, everyone is going to own a computer.
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To say that it was born
in some yellow,
tilted lampshade of a place
Or by the collision of
chemical warfare reflected in
glass frames
by the tides of plasma screen blues
To say that it lives
in an eight-and-a-half by eleven inch
illuminated down-arrow elevator space
that spills over to the black side
where the word is rendered
an invisible speck of cracked,
glossy,
frozen puddle ink
To say that it travels
by gondola
through canals of brain tissue
Over the falls in a snapshot
shimmering in the aphotic world
Beyond the length of oxygen tubes
held there in a cold metal vice
until it bursts and escapes
in lumbering bubbles
by the sightless chance
of survival
To say that it once again
turns over
A maple leaf plucked by the wind
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